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Introduction

Models of the interior structure of planetary bodies are
generally non-unique because there are more unknowns
than constraints. For example, although we can relate
the inertia tensor to the degree-2 spherical harmonic co-
efficients of the gravitaional potential, the mean moment
of inertia is not directly constrained by the gravity co-
efficients. The inertia tensor has six independent com-
ponents, but there are only five degree-2 harmonic coef-
ficients. Similarly, if we assume a minimum rotational
energy state of principal axis rotation, there are three
unknown principal moments of inertia (A, B, C), but
there are only two non-zero degree-2 harmonic coeffi-
cients (J2, C22). Rotational dynamics depends on the in-
ertia tensor, and it can provide the additional constraints
needed to to solve this non-uniqueness problem. For
example, Folkner et al. [1] used gravity and precession
rate measurements to estimate the mean moment of in-
ertia of Mars, and Margot et al. [2] have argued for a
molten core of Mercury using gravity and libration am-
plitude measurements. However, similar rotational mea-
surements are not available for most planetary bodies. In
the absence of additional constraints, and assuming hy-
drostatic equilibrium, the Radau-Darwin approximation
is commonly used to estimate the mean moment of iner-
tia.

Mean moment of inertia from gravity

The Radau-Darwin approximation can be written as
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is the mean moment of inertia and kf is the secular (fluid)
Love number. Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium, and for
a planetary body that is only deformed by rotation,
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where

q ≡ w2R3

GM
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is a dimensionless measure of the centrifugal potential
and G is the gravitational constant. The parameter q de-
pends on the rotation rate, w, mean radius, R, and mass,

M . Equation (3) is accurate to first order in q. Given the
J2 gravity coefficient, the mean moment of inertia can be
estimated by combining equations (1) and (3).

Van Hoolst et al. [3] illustrated that the Radau-
Darwin approximation (1) can also be used to estimate
the mean moment of inertia of a tidally deformed satel-
lite in hydrostatic equilibrium. In this case, to first order
in q [4],(
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where e is the orbitral eccentricity and H(p, e) are
Hansen coefficients [e.g., 5, Table 1]. These coefficients
depend on the ratio between the rotation rate and mean
motion, p ≡ w/n. For synchronous rotation, p = 1 and
H(p, e) = 1−5e2/2+· · · , where we ignore higher order
terms. We can recover equations (4) and (5) of Schubert
et al. [6], J2 = 5qkf/6 and C22 = qkf/4, if we assume
synchronous rotation and e � 1 in equation (5). Given
the J2 or the C22 gravity coefficients, the mean moment
of inertia can be estimated by combining equations (1)
and (5).

Mean moment of inertia from shape

For a planet in hydrostatic equilibrium,

hf = 1 + kf , (6)

where hf is the displacement fluid Love number. Thus,
we can rewrite equation (1) as
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Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium, and for a planetary
body that is only deformed by rotation,

fp ≡ a− c

R
=
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2
qhf , (8)

where fp is the polar flattening, and a and c are the polar
and equatorial radii respectively. Equation (8) is accurate
to first order in q. The mean moment of inertia can be
estimated from the polar flattening using equations (7)
and (8).

For a tidally deformed satellite in hydrostatic equi-
librium, to first order in q,
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where fp and fe are the polar and equatorial flattenings
respectively, and a < b < c are the axes of the triaxial
ellipsoid representing the shape of the satellite. Given
the polar or the equatorial flattening, the mean moment
of inertia can be estimated by combining equations (7)
and (9). If we assume synchronous rotation and e � 1,
the Radau-Darwin approximation for a tidally deformed
satellite in hydrostatic equilibrium can be written as
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Application to Titan

We apply the Radau-Darwin approximation to Titan us-
ing the gravity data of Iess et al. [7] and the shape data
of Zebker et al. [8], as shown in Table 1. For compari-
son purposes, we also include Earth’s fluid Love numbers
and mean moment of inertia estimated using the same ap-
proximation. For Earth, 1 + kf ∼ hf and both the grav-
ity and shape data yield the same estimate for the mean
moment of inertia, I/(MR2) ∼ 0.33, as expected for a
planet in hydrostatic equilibrium. The estimated mean
moment of inertia is also consistent with an independent
estimate using the precession rate, obliquity, and grav-
ity data. In contrast, for Titan, hf is significantly larger
than 1 + kf ; and the gravity data yields I/MR2 ∼ 0.34,
while the shape data yields I/MR2 ∼ 0.39 − 0.52.
Thus, our estimates for the fluid Love numbers and the
mean moment of inertia imply that Titan is not in hydro-
static equilibrium, which in turn implies that the Radau-
Darwin approximation is not applicable. Given the lack
of additional constraints, if we insist on using the Radau-
Darwin approximation, the estimated moment of inertia
must be at least consistent with all the available data.
This yields 0.34 . I/(MR2) . 0.52, with an upper
bound that is higher than the value for a homogeneous
interior, 0.4. Future measurements of Titan’s obliquity
can provide an additional constraint that can be used to
estimate the mean moment of inertia without invoking
hydrostatic equilibrium [9].

Earth Titan

q 3.45× 10−3 3.96× 10−5

Gravity Shape Gravity Shape

J2 fp J2 C22 fp fe

kf 0.941 - 0.963 1.010 - -

hf - 1.938 - - 3.880 2.423

I/(MR)2 0.332 0.332 0.335 0.341 0.523 0.392

Table 1: Fluid Love numbers, kf and hf , and normal-
ized mean moment of inertia, I/(MR2), for Earth and
Titan. For Earth, we assume J2 = 1.08264 × 10−3,
R = 6371.01 km, a = 6378.1 km, and c = 6356.8
km. For Titan, we assume J2 = 31.808 × 10−6 and
C22 = 9.983 × 10−6 [7]; and R = 2574.73 km,
a = 2575.15 km, b = 2575.78 km, and c = 2574.47
km [8].
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